Aleksandr Konstantinovič Glazunov (1865-1936)

Date : 1887
Word ended in:
Note: Dates de composition : 1886-1887
Comprend : "Idylle" (Op. 14, no 1) ; "Rêverie orientale" (Op. 14, no 2)
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Orchestral works Volume 18

Material description: 1 disque compact (1 h 06 min 57 s) : DDD
Note: Note sur l'enregistrement : Moscou. - ru. - Russian state TV (Studio 5). - 20061010. - 20061015
Compositeur: Aleksandr Konstantinovič Glazunov (1865-1936)
Direction d'orchestre: Dmitry Yablonsky
Orchestre: Russkaâ filarmoniâ
Link: catalogue
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https://catalogue.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/cb16177968d
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Grove music online (2010-02-05)